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A 2-DAY HAPPENING FOR PERFORMING ARTS PROFESSIONALS
Proposed by French Tech Grande Provence, together with the Festival d'Avignon, in

partnership with Dark Euphoria and the Grenier à Sel, with the support of the Région Sud, the

City of Avignon, the European programs Interreg Alpine Space and STARTS, Spectacles vivants,

scènes numériques invites professionals of the performing arts to question and explore the

issues related to digital transition and innovation.

Closely linked to societal changes, artistic practices echo the on-going digital transition we

have witnessed in recent decades: technical tools brought on stage, augmented live

performances, digitization of cultural content...

 

The health crisis that has severely impacted the cultural sector has accelerated this

phenomenon. Often suffered, but also embraced by many artists and programmers as an

opportunity to renew creative processes and relationships with audiences, the closure of

cultural venues has opened up new avenues for artistic content, new "digital stages". 

The deployment of these hybrid and digital artistic forms is disrupting cultural

programming and the relationship between artists, stages and audiences. In the face

of these changes, it is essential to initiate a more structured reflection, to share and

perpetuate good practices and to articulate these innovation processes within

artistic projects and cultural policies.

 

This 2-day inspiration and discovery journey, of digital artistic experiences, debates,

and targeted encounters for professionals, has been designed to facilitate the

networking of best practices and enrich the steps undertaken. It also aims to guide

professionals in their digital transition: digital stages, hybrid formats, interaction,

immersive devices, participative performances, performances on social media, etc.

10.00 – 10.30 am ::: CONFERENCE
Cultural practices in times of confinement
The first confinement linked to the Covid-19 pandemic has changed our relationship

to culture and favored cultural uses of screens. A look back at the digital cultural

practices of French people during this unprecedented period. 

With Anne Jonchery, Research Officer at the Department of Studies, Foresight and

Statistics - Ministry of Culture 

MONDAY 12 JULY

10.45 am - 1.00 pm ::: PRO
Professional Meet-ups
Meet experts in the field of performing arts + technology collaboration: startups,

programmers, producers answer all your questions in small group discussion

sessions. 

10:45 - Producing tomorrow's hybrid artistic experiences 

with Mathieu Rozières, Producer Dark Euphoria

11:30 - Performing arts: building bridges between arts, science and technologies

with Jonathan Thonon, Director of European projects Théâtre de Liège

12:15 - Digitization: what possibilities for employers in the entertainment industry on

recruitment and payroll? 

with Dimitri Ivanoff Business Developer Movinmotion

2.00 – 3.30 pm ::: ROUND TABLE
New imaginary and new narratives: from live performances to
digital experiences
Closely linked to societal evolution, artistic practices echo the digital transition at

work in recent decades. How and why should technological innovation and live

performances be articulated?

With Marine Brutti, Jonathan Debrouwer, Arthur Harel, Co-directors of the Ballet de

Marseille Collectif (LA)HORDE

Eli Commins, Director of Le Lieu Unique

Fabrice Murgia, Actor, director and filmmaker

Moderated by Jonathan Thonon, Director of European projects Théâtre de Liège

3.30 – 4.30 ::: MEET-UP
The XR experience L'Écume des jours by Julie Desmet Weaver
Meet-up with the team of L'Écume des Jours XR, an immersive and interactive

experience inspired by Boris Vian's novel.

Register to live the experience after the meeting (duration: 15 min).

With Julie Desmet Weaver, Author and director

Vincent Borrel and Nicolas Gambini, Technical directors Inlum.in

Mathieu Rozières, Producer Dark Euphoria

TUESDAY 13 JULY

10.00 – 11.30 am ::: CONFERENCE
Supporting and financing digital and hybrid artistic forms 
The Institut Français and the CNC present their support and accompaniment

mechanisms for transdisciplinary projects at the crossroads of the performing arts

and digital experiences.

With Agnès Alfandari, Director of Digital at the Institut Français

Olivier Fontenay, Head of the digital creation department at the CNC

11.30 am - 1.45 pm ::: PRO
Professionnal Meet-ups
Meet experts of the field of performing arts + Technologies collaboration: startups,

programmers, producers answer all your questions in small group discussion sessions. 

11:30 - Developing Art & Technology projects on a European scale 

with Louise Enjalbert, Head of European projects at IRCAM / STARTS

12:15 - What innovative cultural mediation tools for participative artistic projects? 

with Aïda Minet, Production Director and founder of Cahoots

13:00 - Innovation third places, spaces of experimentation for the cultural and

creative industries 

with Anne-Lise Rosier, Chief of staff La Villa Créative

2.30 – 3.30 ::: MEET-UP
VR show Le Baptême by Laurent Bazin
Meet with the team of Le Baptême, a theater experience in virtual reality. 

Register to live the experience at the end of the meet-up (duration: 60 min).

With Laurent Bazin, Director

Line Abramatic-Bruceña, Producer at Gengiskhan Productions

3.30 – 4.30 ::: MASTERCLASS
Dance and Augmented Reality : Space Dances
This masterclass explores the various challenges at stake within the Space Dances

project, a choreographic, visual and sound experience, through a journey in

augmented reality.

With Natacha Paquignon, Choreographer

Amaury Belin, Co-founder of Museopic

Maxime Touroute, Engineer and video maker
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https://www.dark-euphoria.com/
https://theatredeliege.be/
https://www.movinmotion.com/
https://www.collectiflahorde.com/
https://www.lelieuunique.com/
https://theatredeliege.be/
https://www.dark-euphoria.com/
http://cahoots.fr/
https://univ-avignon.fr/recherche/les-grands-projets/villa-creative/villa-creative-2953.kjsp
https://www.gengiskhan.paris/
http://www.museopic.com/


Anne Jonchery, Research Officer at the Department of Studies, Foresight and Statistics - Ministry of Culture

After a doctorate in museology and a post-doctorate on relationships building processes with museums during childhood, Anne Jonchery joined the Ministry of

Culture and the General Directorate of Heritage, where she is in charge of studies on audiences in heritage sites. Having joined the Department of Studies, Foresight

and Statistics, she is currently working on issues of mediation, socialization and cultural practices. She also teaches at the École du Louvre in the museology master's

program and at Paris Sorbonne Abu Dhabi.

Mathieu Rozières, Founder and Producer at Black Euphoria

Mathieu Rozières is the founder of the communication agency Black Euphoria and its little sister, the art & tech production agency Dark Euphoria.

Vice-president of the French Tech Aix-Marseille from 2019 to 2021, in charge of innovation and creative industries, he has been focusing for several years on the

development of new generation of artistic projects mixing innovative technologies, interactive scenography and new forms of narration.

Louise Enjalbert, Coordinator, art-tech projects

Louise Enjalbert holds a master's degree in management of cultural organizations from the University of Paris Dauphine. With a strong background in innovative

projects at the crossroads of culture and technology, she is currently in charge of the MediaFutures residency program. She designs the residencies, follows up with

the artists, facilitates collaboration between artists, scientists and technologists, and evaluates the results of the program. She is also part of the communication

team, sharing with the community the results of the residency, the events and the methodology.

Marine Brutti, Jonathan Debrouwer, Arthur Harel, Artists and founders of (LA)HORDE

Dance is at the heart of their work and all around it. The collective develops choreographic pieces, films, performances and installations. With groups on the margins

of mainstream culture such as the septuagenarians of Void Island, the blind of Night Owl, and more recently, the jumpers of To Da Bone or the Georgian dancers of the

Ballet Iveroni in Marry Me In Bassiani, (a work of the same name). (LA)HORDE questions the political scope of dance and maps out the choreographic forms of popular

uprising, whether they are massive or isolated, from raves to traditional dances to jumpstyle. 

Eli Commins, Director at Le Lieu unique

Eli Commins is the director of Lieu unique, Scène nationale de Nantes. Previously, he was deputy director of La Panacée, a center for contemporary culture in

Montpellier, and then in charge of coordinating digital policies at the Ministry of Culture.

© Hugues Lawson

Fabrice Murgia, Actor, director and filmmaker

Fabrice Murgia, trained at the Conservatory of Liège, has worked as a comedian in theaters, cinema and television. Today, he works as an author, director and

recently as a filmmaker. He is the founder and artistic director of Cie Artara. Since July 2016, he is also the General and Artistic Director of the Théâtre National

Wallonie - Bruxelles. Awarded a Silver Lion in 2014 by the Venice Biennale, he is praised for the innovative nature of his theater. His latest creation, La dernière nuit

du monde, adapted from a text by Laurent Gaudé, will be presented at the 75th edition of the Avignon Festival.

© Laëtitia Paillé

Dimitri Ivanoff, Business Developer Movinmotion

With nearly fifteen years of professional experience in the cultural field, Dimitri has experienced the difficulty of managing an artistic project and involved personnel

at the same time. During 7 years as a controller in several Parisian theaters, then in charge of training and quality monitoring for the cultural division of an

outsourcing agency, he was involved in and led recruitment and training sessions. He is now Business Developer at Movinmotion, where he shares his expertise with

more than 1700 clients in the sector.
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https://www.culture.gouv.fr/Sites-thematiques/Etudes-et-statistiques/Departement-des-etudes-de-la-prospective-et-des-statistiques-DEPS
https://www.black-euphoria.com/
https://www.dark-euphoria.com/
https://www.collectiflahorde.com/
https://www.lelieuunique.com/
https://www.artara.be/
https://www.movinmotion.com/


Agnès Alfandari, Head of digital affairs at Institut Français

Agnès Alfandari holds a degree in Art History from the Sorbonne and the Ecole du Louvre and is specialized in digital strategy for the cultural sector. Head of digital

affairs at the Institut Français since 2016, she and her teams are in charge of applying digital technologies to the promotion of French culture abroad and to the

support of French digital creation actors in their development journeys. Previously, Agnès Alfandari was Vice President of Digital Strategy and Director of futureM, a

digital strategy consulting firm, for the Acoustiguide group.

Jonathan Thonon, Head of european projects, Théâtre de Liège

Specialist in interdisciplinary projects and European funding, Jonathan Thonon is, since 2014, responsible for European projects and innovation at the Théâtre de Liège

and coordinator of IMPACT (International Meeting in Performing Arts & Creative Technologies), a transdisciplinary, trans-sectoral and cross-border project that builds

bridges between the arts, science and technologies. For 10 years, he was administrator of Absl Videogr@phies where he co-directed the Videographies21 festival and

produced the program Vidéographies21. He is the co-founder of Wallifornia, a MusicTech hub in Liège and associate researcher at the University of Liège, lecturer at

the Saint-Luc Liège School of Arts, in charge of the New Media Arts courses.

Julie Desmet Weaver, Author, director and filmmaker

Julie Desmet Weaver has distinguished herself as an artist who wishes to dynamize traditional artistic forms and create new languages. Between the digital, literature,

the theater and dance, she imagines contemporary universes in the capacity of bringing together the virtual and the emotional. In October 2019, Julie received the

SACD Prize - Multi-screen Writing for the adaptation of Boris Vian's novel l'Ecume des Jours, which takes two forms: a performance and an XR experience.

Vincent Borrel et Nicolas Gambini, Technical and R&D directors at Inlum.in

Vincent Borrel is a researcher in algorithmic, he considers programming as a form of expression. Nicolas Gambini is an expert in

video production, he explores and works at the crossroad of computer science and images. Together, they founded the Inlum.in

company, a startup dedicated to the development of interactive and immersive experiences.

Olivier Fontenay,  Head of the digital creation department at CNC

Digital creation professional with more than 25 years of experience, Olivier Fontenay has participated in the production of numerous projects, successively as an editor,

producer, then developer of video games, in collaboration with structures in France, Germany, England, Canada, and the United States.

He joined the Centre National du Cinéma et de l'Image Animée in 2020 as Head of the Digital Creation Department, which includes funds dedicated to Video Games,

Digital Experiences (Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, etc.) and the Dicréam.

Aïda Minet, Production director, founder of Cahoots

Aïda Minet has been a production director for 15 years, in charge of projects combining innovative technologies and new forms of narration. She accompanies works

that create debate and collective reflection, bring people together, and renew representations and narratives. Above all, she likes to support the women and men who

carries such endeavors. She joined Mad Films in 2019. She coordinates the development and production of innovative projects at the intersection of audiovisual, new

digital technologies and society.  In parallel, since 2020, she has been developing the Cahoots project, the first participatory platform for artistic creation.

Anne-Lise Rosier, Chief of staff, La Villa Créative

Anne-Lise Rosier, is a lawyer in intellectual property. She was project manager at the General Secretariat of the Ministry of Culture and she is now Chief of staff for

Avignon University. She assists decision-makers in their public strategies towards policies for culture, the attractiveness of the territory and higher education. She is

responsible for the legal, administrative and economic creation of the Villa Créative, a third-party university innovation center in Avignon, a space for training,

experimentation and research dedicated to cultural and creative industries. She teaches cultural policies and cultural law at Science Po in Aix-en-Provence and at the

Institute of Public Management and Territorial Governance of the University of Aix-Marseille.
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https://theatredeliege.be/
http://www.impact-regio.eu/fr/
https://www.julie-desmet-weaver.com/
http://www.cahoots.fr/
https://univ-avignon.fr/recherche/les-grands-projets/villa-creative/villa-creative-2953.kjsp


Natacha Paquignon, Choregrapher

Trained as a dancer, choreographer of the association Corps Au Bord / Compagnie Natacha Paquignon since 2007, Natacha Paquignon is interested in the notion of

frontier and its paradoxical dimension, this "in-between" place that carries the promise of both dialogue and confrontation. 

Her choreographic research concerns the relationship of the body to the environment. Since 2012, in an environment populated with digital tools and technologies, she

has been developing a choreographic and digital research that questions the relationship of the body to technologies, and deepens the arts-sciences component of her

work. Most of her creations are evolving projects, between live performances and installations, which are refined and modified according to the places and people who

inhabit them. She is in charge of the dance programming of the hybrid venue Toï Toï Le Zinc in Villeurbanne.

Amaury Belin, Engineer and experience designer, Co-founder of Museopic

Fascinated by digital technologies, and in particular by their applications, Amaury obtained a degree in computer science before going to the École Nationale

Supérieure de Cognitique. Through this transdisciplinary curriculum, Amaury developed on the one hand engineering and research skills, and on the other hand solid

knowledge in psychology, ergonomics, and user experience design. In particular, he masters all steps related to user-centered design methods (usage studies,

personae, story-boarding, prototyping, user testing, etc.), which allows him to develop projects that are both technologically innovative and relevant from a usage

perspective.

Maxime Touroute, Engineer and video maker

Maxime Touroute is a computer engineer, freshly graduated from the Polytechnic University of Nice. Self-taught, he specializes in the artistic field at the end of his

school. He works on film sets as a director or technician, and he leads various projects mixing digital and visual arts such as the Humanlapse project, where he

explores the creation of timelapses of portraits, or the Live Drawing Project, a live collaborative drawing installation involving the public. On a daily basis, Maxime

seeks to engage exclusively with projects with an artistic purpose, within which he can mix his technical skills and his creative passion. 

© Alain Lagarde

L'écume des jours XR
Julie Desmet Weaver - 2021

 

Line Abramatic-Bruceña, Producer at Gengiskan Production

Line Abramatic-Brunceña founded Gengiskhan Production in 2012. She produced a dozen short films and series for cinema and the web, then discovered Virtual Reality

in 2014. To develop immersive and intimate works, she brings together a hybrid team from cinema and live performing arts and reinvents tools and production methods.

Today, Line develops, produces and distributes the immersive works of Laurent Bazin.

Laurent Bazin, Director

Laurent Bazin studied philosophy and modern literature before entering the Master's program in stage direction at Nanterre. He created the Mesden Company in which

he writes and directs multidisciplinary performances, with sensory and visual dimension at the core. Since 2015 he has been developing immersive works at the

interface of theaters and virtual reality: Les Falaises de V., which has been touring internationally for the past five years, and Le Baptême, which was created in January

2020 at the  CENTQUATRE-PARIS, where he is an associate artist, and will be performed again at the Grenier à Sel at the Festival d'Avignon 2021. He is a regular speaker at

the Master of Digital Humanities in Valenciennes on the encounter between dramaturgy and new technologies.
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https://maximetouroute.github.io/humanlapseProject
https://www.104.fr/


© Sven Andersen

Le Baptême
Laurent Bazin - 2020

 

La French Tech Grande Provence at the Ateliers de la pensée

Carrying the French Tech label in the Grande Provence area (northern Bouches du Rhône, Gard Rhodanien, Vaucluse), the

association supports innovation and startups, participates making the area more and more attractive, and facilitates and

federates an ecosystem of various stakeholders, committed to to think and build a meaningful and sustainable future. 

The Festival d'Avignon, a member of the French Tech Grande Provence, invited the latter to propose a program around innovation

and culture within the Ateliers de la pensée in 2020. These two days, postponed to 2021, are organized with the Festival d'Avignon,

in partnership with Dark Euphoria and the Grenier à sel, with the support of the Région Sud, the City of Avignon and the official

partners B2PWeb, Capgemini and Orange.

Marie Albert, Artistic Director for live performances & digital scenes, Production Director at Dark

Euphoria 

Marie Albert is passionate about transdisciplinary innovation and the crossroads between art, science and technology.

She a strong 10 years experience in the field of development of art & innovation projects (European program Horizon 2020

S+T+ARTS, art-science projects, fablabs and third places), including 4 years within the French Tech Grande Provence. She joined

Dark Euphoria in the spring of 2021 to accompany artistic projects (immersive and interactive experiences, digital art, new media

creations...). She is also a journalist for the online media Makery.

Le Grenier à sel

Spectacles vivants, scènes numériques is hosted at the Grenier à sel in 2021. Inaugurated in 2018 in one of the oldest buildings in

the city of Avignon, the Grenier à sel offers multidisciplinary programming in the field of visual and performing arts, at the

crossroads of the links between art, science and technology.

For the 75th edition of the Avignon Festival, the Grenier à Sel offers a program dedicated to immersive and digital forms in the

performing and visual arts. Through performances, encounters and an exhibition, AIRES NUMÉRIQUES #2 invites the public to

discover artists who are pioneers of innovation. 
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https://lafrenchtech-grandeprovence.fr/
https://www.dark-euphoria.com/
https://legrenierasel-avignon.fr/qui-sommes-nous
https://legrenierasel-avignon.fr/aires-numeriques-2021
https://festival-avignon.com/
https://www.dark-euphoria.com/
https://legrenierasel-avignon.fr/
https://legrenierasel-avignon.fr/aires-numeriques-2021


PRACTICAL INFORMATIONS 
Free with reservation
From 12 to 13 July 2021, 10am - 4.30pm

Reservations by phone: +33 432 74 05 31

By email : accueil@legrenierasel-avignon.fr

or directly on the website:
https://lafrenchtech-grandeprovence.fr/ideasfactory2021

Access 
Le Grenier à sel

2 rue du Rempart Saint-Lazare

84000 Avignon

BOARD
LA FRENCH TECH GRANDE PROVENCE

As of April 8, 2021, the Board of Directors of the association was composed as

follows :

President : Paul Hermelin, Capgemini

Vice-President : Laurence Le Ny, Orange

Vice-President : Paul Rondin, Associate Director Festival d'Avignon

Vice-President : Philippe Ellerkamp, President Avignon Université

General Coordinator : Christophe Leininger, CTO B2PWeb

General Treasurer : Jean-Michel Ambrosino, JuriscapA

Associate General Treasurer : Élodie Sarfati, CEO People In

General  Secretary: Kevin Kastelnik, CEO DreaminzZz

Associate  General Secretary: Mélanie Pin, CEO Getinshoot

Administrator: Dominique Brogi, CEO Domie Digital

Administrator: Roland Couture, CEO Prodeej

Administrator: Sébastien Deprade, CEO VGD

Administrator: Philippe Espanet, Pasdehasards

Administrator: Laurent Henni, CEO La Bécanerie

Administrator: Cyril Liotard, CEO ERM Automatismes

Administrator: Didier Serradell, CEO IDCapt

Administrator: Emmanuelle Szerer, CEO Almé

Presse

Laure Baudouin 06 18 91 94 18 

lbaudouin@lafrenchtech-grandeprovence.fr

L'écume des jours XR
Julie Desmet Weaver - 2021

 

© Alain Lagarde
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https://www.edis-fondsdedotation.fr/
https://www.dark-euphoria.com/
https://univ-avignon.fr/universite/
https://lafrenchtech-grandeprovence.fr/
http://www.avignon.fr/
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https://www.starts.eu/
https://www.vaucluse.fr/
https://www.grandavignon.fr/fr
http://vaucluseprovence-attractivite.com/
mailto:accueil@legrenierasel-avignon.fr
https://lafrenchtech-grandeprovence.fr/les-ateliers-de-la-pensee-2021
https://legrenierasel-avignon.fr/
mailto:lbaudouin@lafrenchtech-grandeprovence.fr
https://www.maddyness.com/

